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TONOPAH, Nev. (AP) — Misused grant funds, sloppy record-

keeping and undertrained staff at state-run rural reproductive

health clinics led Nevada to lose hundreds of thousands of

federal dollars over the past two years.

As a result, services and staff hours have been slashed and low-

income women seeking contraceptives and pregnancy

consultation have been turned away.

The clinics described as being in a state of disarray in a scathing

2015 federal audit have since seen only deeper cuts — until this

week.

After public health professionals in rural Nevada pleaded for

help, Republican Gov. Brian Sandoval agreed on Thursday to

replace lost funding.

https://apnews.com/1ec4255f1e754ae58246e212ac25af2a
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Health advocates say state aid for the vast northern half of

Nevada could remedy what they described as a potential

contraception desert for women without health insurance.

With Sandoval’s approval, Nevada is setting aside $1 million

over the next two years for family planning services. Nonprofits

like Planned Parenthood and metropolitan health centers can

apply, but the money is geared toward small-town providers

under the state’s jurisdiction.

“They’re on life support,” community health advocate Shaun

Griffin said. “I don’t think people were aware of the acuity of

the situation.”

Each of Nevada’s 13 Community Health Nursing clinics offers

the only location within a minimum 100-mile radius for anyone

without coverage or afraid to ask their parents to get affordable

birth control, health screenings and pregnancy consultation. In

some places, insured residents also rely on the clinics.

“The reality is that there are no private providers for this care in

some of the rural areas, Tonopah being an example,” the

program’s only Advanced Practice Registered Nurse and head of

the Tonopah clinic, Beth Ennis, wrote to the governor’s office.

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services denied the

state’s application for nearly $600,000 annually from the Title

X grant program that funds family planning in April 2016, citing

the same administrative, financial and clinical disorganization

the agency detailed in the audit eight months earlier. Nevada

was later able to secure a fraction of the aid.

Both the federal and state funds legally cannot be used for

abortion services or medications.

The audit report specified 22 points on which the Nevada

Division of Public and Behavioral Health was failing to properly

make use of the grant.

It repeatedly criticized a lack of protocols and said the clinics

did not conduct services within nationally recognized standards

of medical care.



Among other things, it said the state shortchanged certain

activities and geographic areas the grant was supposed to cover,

staff loosely tracked clinic activities and costs in violation of

federal regulations, and administrators failed to monitor

services and financial compliance.

For instance, billing formulas may have been “legally

inappropriate,” the report said, and staff was unaware of any

expectations to check prescription drug inventories.

“They did goof up, badly, unquestionably, the revenue just

evaporated,” Griffin said.

Tina Gerber-Winn, the division’s clinical program manager,

argues the funding decline has not affected rural clinics because

the loss coincided with diminished demand. Some 300,000

Nevadans have gained health insurance since Sandoval opted to

expand Medicaid in 2012.

After the state’s 2016 application was denied, Gerber-Winn said

her office was able to obtain an annual $200,000 Title X grant

by showing that the state had begun to address some of the

program’s organizational issues and by downsizing the

population the rural clinics will serve from 3,800 to 1,400

people.

Gerber-Winn said her office directed clinic staff to turn away

patients with insurance, even if they preferred to see a public

health nurse.

At the same time, six of the state’s roughly one-dozen rural

public health nurses were cut to half-time and medical supplies

including birth control were reduced, Griffin said, putting staff

in a panic.

The nurses declined to comment. Several said they were either

uncomfortable speaking to the press or fearful of retaliation.

“Change is difficult,” Gerber-Winn said. She added, “I think

they’re worried about the money part of it realistically, but

we’ve managed to cover the needs with our budget.”

Division of Public and Behavioral Health Administrator Cody

Phinney told lawmakers this session, and repeated in phone



interviews, that the state qualified for less funding due to

changes in the grant program that give a leg-up to urban clinics.

Phinney and division staff did not tell lawmakers about the

audit during multiple budget hearings this year — the first

regular legislative session since the critical report.

State officials have taken some corrective actions since the

audit, including updating computer systems to track medical

information and finances, and expanding written instructions

for staff.

Gerber-Winn said the state plans to apply for the same level of

funding when Title X applications open in two years.

A truer test could come as early as fall, when Gerber-Winn said

the U.S. Department of Health will conduct another audit.
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CARSON CITY, Nev. (AP) — Nevada Gov. Brian Sandoval plans

to require state agencies to disclose all U.S. reviews after he

learned from The Associated Press about problems at rural

public health clinics that have cost the state hundreds of

thousands of federal dollars over the past two years.

Sandoval’s office told the AP that he and state finance officials

will rescind the discretion of high-ranking state employees to

either tell their bosses about unflattering reports or to stick

them in a drawer indefinitely — a change that could lead to the

unveiling of hundreds of U.S. reviews done to maintain federal

funding.

The state lacks requirements for officials to disclose possible

problems in hundreds of grants and programs, because in most

cases, they are not forced to share federal or internal reviews

outside their office.

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services found

misused grant funds, sloppy record-keeping and undertrained

staff at state-run reproductive health clinics in 2015. Officials

denied Nevada’s application for $600,000 in annual funding for

the clinics eight months later.

The report on the Title X family planning program went directly

to the state administrator who oversees those services. It was

not heard of again for two years, when the administrator asked

lawmakers for money.

https://apnews.com/9bdc01454f204d4689d6524ef8449f8e
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Despite getting additional funding from the state, the clinics

still have to turn some people away.

Sandoval and his top advisers say state employees committed

no wrongdoing because they worked quickly to address some of

the issues and because no law required them to share the

review’s findings.

Under the rule that the governor, secretary of state and attorney

general were expected to officially approve next month,

agencies must share with auditors all federal reviews showing

that fixes need to be made.

Auditors and other officials then will know to follow up on the

problems.

Now, federal reviews can go unreported unless they are formally

requested under public records laws or if agency leaders

voluntarily discuss them with other officials.

Cody Phinney, administrator of the Division of Public and

Behavioral Health, never reported the health clinic review,

according to her supervisor, Richard Whitley, director of the

Department of Health and Human Services. She also did not

share it with auditors, according Sandoval’s top auditor.

Phinney said she could not recall whether or not she shared the

information with anyone outside her division, saying it was

more important to correct the issues, such as clunky financial

record-keeping.

“I’m not trying to hide anything,” she said.

Phinney also failed to disclose the findings in quarterly reports

that she and every other state administrator are required to

compile. The AP reviewed her three quarterly reports that

followed the review.

That process is also changing. Whitley directed health

administrators last week to begin telling him about all federal

site inspections and grant reviews in their written reports.

“Understanding the situation now, based on (the AP) story, we

have changed the process,” said Chrystal Main, Whitley’s

spokeswoman.



Phinney kept the report under wraps until early this year, when

she told budget staff at the Legislature that her division needed

more funding because of a streamlined computer system and

other changes after the review.

Legislative staff members mentioned it in written briefings to

lawmakers, Legislative Counsel Bureau Director Rick Combs

said.

Steve Weinberger, administrator of internal audits, said state

agencies have not provided him with federal reports apart from

official audits.

“We need to know this kind of stuff,” Weinberger said. “What

we will do is make sure they resolve the issue. We’ll get a copy

of it and we’ll go and actually verify that that’s what they did.”

He said he plans to follow up on critical federal reviews within

90 days of receiving plans for needed changes.
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CARSON CITY, Nev. (AP) — Two key players in the Republican

and Democratic parties in Nevada are teaming up to host a

clean-energy talk as the White House abandons a worldwide

agreement to curb climate change and states are moving to the

forefront of the fight.

Former Democratic Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid said

Wednesday that he’s bringing back a summit last headlined by

President Barack Obama in 2015. This time, the co-host is a

Republican — Gov. Brian Sandoval — a bipartisan move as

Congress remains gridlocked on health care and other issues.

However, Sandoval is no newcomer to clean energy efforts or

breaking with his own party. He ushered in a world-renowned

rechargeable battery factory and supported expanded access to

solar, wind and geothermal energy throughout his six years in

the governor’s office.

https://apnews.com/c911393b44f440a4aeb7ac975af3cc50
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“I’m proud that Nevada is a leader in the clean energy

conversation,” said Sandoval, who has resisted Republican-led

efforts to undo Obama’s health care law and was the first GOP

governor to expand Medicaid.

“The state has a history of collaboration and thoughtful

discourse, which results in effective policy-making, and the

summit will provide a platform for energy leaders to come

together to discuss new ideas and share best practices,” he said.

The bipartisan climate effort comes as the Trump

administration is pushing coal and leaving the Paris climate

agreement to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. States and cities

have stepped in with their own plans to keep the U.S. on track,

though Sandoval has not pledged to uphold the accord as other

GOP governors have.

“I asked Sandoval to help because this is an age of such terrible

partisanship — I wanted to make sure there was an umbrella of

nonpartisanship, and he’s been terrific on this,” Reid said in a

telephone interview. “So, yeah, it took me a while to make sure I

wanted to do this.”

The pair will ask innovators, public officials and advocates to

discuss at the summit how to motivate Americans to choose

energy-efficient technologies.

Reid said it is time to focus on getting that technology into

consumers’ hands, especially with the expansion of the

products’ availability and the growth in wind and solar energy

capacity.

Their announcement came the same day California Gov. Jerry

Brown and former New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg

teamed up on an initiative to track commitments from states,

cities, businesses and universities to address climate change.

Brown plans to host a global climate summit and said last week

that President Donald Trump does not speak for the nation on

climate change consciousness.

Reid struck a lighter tone.

“This is not a confrontation with Trump; it’s a confrontation

with doing something about climate change,” Reid said. “Rather



than sitting, fretting about it, let’s all do something about it —

individuals can do something about it.”

Despite his environmental efforts, Sandoval has not joined an

alliance of about a dozen states committed to upholding the

accord, though Republican governors in Vermont and

Massachusetts have.

Sandoval’s spokeswoman, Mari St. Martin, declined to say why.

The governor has pushed for renewable energy that cuts down

on climate-changing greenhouse gases. The governor signed a

law last month that restored solar energy credits that officials

said would make solar panels an affordable option for

homeowners and make the state a leader in clean energy

production.

The Tesla Gigafactory that Sandoval helped lure to Nevada

began churning out rechargeable batteries outside Reno this

year for their electric car lineup and household-energy storage

units.

But another electric car startup backed by the governor, Faraday

Future, said this week that was abandoning plans to build a $1

billion manufacturing plant outside Las Vegas.
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CARSON CITY, Nev. (AP) — The pressure is on Republican

senators — from congressional leaders, conservative groups and

impatient GOP voters — to fulfill a seven-year-old promise to

scrap much of Democrat Barack Obama’s health care law. But

back home, Republican governors who have experienced some

of the upside of the law are warning their GOP senators to first,

do no harm.

For these governors, the issue is less about delivering a triumph

to President Donald Trump and more about not blowing a hole

in state budgets and maintaining health care coverage for

constituents. In the critical next few weeks, some governors are

uniquely positioned to press home-state Republican senators

who could deny Majority Leader Mitch McConnell the votes he

needs to pass a Republican health care bill.

“We are the voice of reality,” Nevada GOP Gov. Brian Sandoval

told The Associated Press.

https://apnews.com/f687605f092842128a7a54468fd943da
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Sandoval said he has been in regular contact with Nevada

Republican Sen. Dean Heller to discuss the ramifications of the

evolving GOP plan. Heller, who faces a tough re-election next

year, has joined Sandoval in opposing the current measure.

For wary Republicans, the main concerns about the GOP plan

are rolling back premium subsidies that help people buy private

insurance policies and phasing out the expansion of Medicaid,

the federal-state insurance program for the poor, disabled and

many nursing home patients. In Nevada, more than 220,000

residents have gained coverage through Medicaid expansion,

13,000 of them children.

“They set policy, but we’re the ones who have to develop the

budgets, develop the care, develop the plans, work directly with

the people,” Sandoval said. He said if money is reduced,

governors will be left to decide among unpopular choices:

“Raise a tax or limit coverage or change eligibility

requirements” for coverage.

Heller is listening.

“I cannot support a piece of legislation that takes insurance

away from tens of millions of Americans and tens of thousands

of Nevadans,” he said recently.

Ohio’s John Kasich has been one of the most outspoken GOP

governors in criticizing GOP proposals. That has increased

pressure on Ohio GOP Sen. Rob Portman, who announced his

opposition to the bill after McConnell abruptly postponed a

vote.

“My concern all along has been, could low-income Ohioans get

access to the health care they need and more specifically, the

treatment for the opioid epidemic?” he told reporters this past

week.

Portman said he has discussed with Kasich various financing

options that would ease any changes to Medicaid while not

gutting drug treatment programs. One McConnell proposal

would be to provide an additional $45 billion over a decade for

states’ drug abuse programs.

In Arizona, GOP Gov. Doug Ducey has called Obama’s law “a

disaster” and stopped short of outright opposition to



McConnell’s version. But he has urged Republican Sens. Jeff

Flake and John McCain to shield states from extensive Medicaid

cuts. The program covers 1.9 million Arizonans, nearly 28

percent of all residents. The expansion alone covers 400,000.

Both senators have yet to indicate how they’d vote on a GOP

bill.

Alaska Gov. Bill Walker, an independent who identifies as a

conservative, has had regular contacts with the state’s two

Republican senators — Lisa Murkowski and Dan Sullivan —

over what the Republican health care overhaul will mean for his

state. Alaska has some of the highest health care costs and

greatest medical needs in the country.

Traditional Medicaid covers about a quarter of Alaska’s 740,000

residents, while the expansion benefits 34,000 more.

Murkowski has said she doesn’t have enough information to

vote for the GOP plan. She has opposed the elimination of

federal money for Planned Parenthood, a provision of the bill.

McConnell has little wiggle room. With 52 Republican senators,

just three defections leave him short of a majority. Democrats

are unified in opposition.

The Republican leader has said he plans to introduce yet

another version of the bill after Congress returns on Monday.

But McConnell also said that if he is unable to get 50 votes for

the GOP plan, he would try to shore up insurance markets, a

legislative step that would involve Democrats.

In Nevada, Sandoval and Heller have a public service record that

has overlapped since 1994, when Sandoval won a seat in the

Nevada Legislature and then-Assemblyman Heller was elected

to the secretary of state’s office. Sharing a moderate approach in

their conservativism, they have a relationship going back

decades.

“He trusts me to give him information,” the governor said, “and

he trusts me” for speaking up for people who have benefited

from the Medicaid expansion.

When scandal forced out Republican Sen. John Ensign in 2011,

Sandoval tapped then-Rep. Dean Heller to fill the Senate seat.



Asked whether he would consider endorsing one of Heller’s

challengers if the senator eventually voted to roll back

Medicaid, Sandoval laughed.

“No,” he said. “Absolutely not.”

___

Barrow reported from Atlanta. Associated Press writers Becky

Bohrer in Juneau, Alaska; Bob Christie in Phoenix, and Dan

Sewell in Cincinnati contributed to this report.

___

Follow Noon and Barrow on Twitter at

https://twitter.com/AlisonNoon and

https://twitter.com/BillBarrowAP
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GENOA, Nev. (AP) — Nevada students ages 9 to 11 can play at

state parks for free beginning in July under a law Gov. Brian

Sandoval signed Friday that will give fifth-graders free entry to

all state parks and recreational areas for one year.

The measure builds on a federal program that allows fourth-

graders to apply for free admission to all national parks as well

as Nevada state parks.

“I told my parents about it,” fourth-grader Ella Girdner, 9, said

after the signing. “They said that they wanted to go more.”

She was among the nearly 100 students in grades 2-5 who field

tripped to meet the governor and witness the bill signing.

Sandoval gave final approval to Assembly Bill 385 at Mormon

Station about 15 miles south of the Nevada Capitol — one of

four state parks with no entry fee.

https://apnews.com/4fda41f0e64e4b338f6dcc8f361c0669
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Day passes at about 20 other state parks across Nevada cost

between $7 and $12.

Nevada officials plan to mail park passes to students in or

entering fifth grade who ask for them, with few strings attached,

State Parks Administrator Eric Johnson said. The federal

program requires fourth-graders to take an online parks test to

qualify for a pass and then pick it up in person.

“Ours is easier,” Johnson said.

Bill sponsor Assemblyman Steve Yeager said the passes will be

valid for students and anyone who accompanies them to a state

park.

The bill grabbed headlines and notoriety at the Legislature in

March when a class of western Las Vegas fifth-grade students,

providing only their first names, wrote to lawmakers applauding

the bill.

“Some people don’t understand that this is important for

people who cannot afford a pass,” one student named Colin

wrote. “My family has a hard time paying for things because its

just My mom, sister, and I.”

Several students inquired whether they could use the passes in

the summer before or after their fifth-grade year.

“Do we bring our student ID?” a student named Makenna asked.

Parks officials will write rules specifying the application process

including proof of qualification, when the passes can be used

and the circumstances under which students’ friends and family

can benefit.

Legislative analysts have said providing the free admission will

have no significant negative fiscal impact.
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CARSON CITY, Nev. (AP) — Nevada Attorney General Adam

Laxalt told lawmakers on Wednesday that legal advice he gave

the state’s top gaming regulator would ultimately not have

benefited a GOP political donor, as Democratic lawmakers

claim.

In front of a Democratic-led joint finance committee, Laxalt —

an expected-but-unannounced 2018 Republican gubernatorial

candidate — defended his request last year that Gaming

Control Board Chairman A.G. Burnett intervene in a lawsuit

involving casino magnate and Republican political benefactor

Sheldon Adelson, who bankrolled Laxalt’s bid for his current

office.

During one of their meetings on a lawsuit that painted an

unflattering picture of Adelson’s business practices, Burnett

captured Laxalt’s legal advice in a surreptitious audio recording
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that has led to one criminal inquiry that found no wrongdoing

and one ethical complaint that was rejected.

Representatives of Adelson’s Las Vegas Sands Corp. asked the

state to file a sweeping ream of legal opinions in the lawsuit,

Laxalt said, which cumulatively would have benefited Adelson.

But Laxalt was interested in pursuing only one of those angles,

which favored the confidentiality of casino documents turned

over to Nevada’s gaming board.

“It could be erroneously perceived, as indeed some have

recently done, as a favor to the Sands,” Laxalt told lawmakers.

He later added, “They specifically had told our lawyers as well

as, I believe, the Gaming Control Board somewhere along the

way, ‘If you won’t file an amicus on all of these issues, please

don’t file it.’”

Burnett and the gambling agency declined to intervene in

Adelson’s case, which was later settled for tens of millions of

dollars.

Democrats alleged during the nearly three-hour hearing that

Laxalt inappropriately pressured Burnett on behalf of Adelson

after meeting with the billionaire businessman and his

representatives.

Democratic Senate Majority Leader Aaron Ford said there are

alternate interpretations to Laxalt’s description, namely that he

abused his office’s power.

“We were advocating on behalf of the state, we were advocating

on behalf of our Gaming Control Board, as well as our very

important industry,” Laxalt said.

Ford shot back “That doesn’t preclude that you were advocating

on behalf of the Sands as well”

Laxalt has repeatedly denied having acted improperly and said

his nay-sayers are “twisting and politicizing a routine action.”

Burnett, uneasy with the “awkward” conversation, consulted his

staff and Gov. Brian Sandoval’s general counsel as to his

recording. They advised him to send it to the FBI, Burnett said

Wednesday.



He agreed to do so around April 30, 2016. A couple weeks later,

in mid-May, the FBI informed him that it appeared Laxalt

committed no crimes related to the case.

Democrats scheduled the meeting to probe Laxalt and consider

legislation stripping his office from legally representing the

Gaming Control Board.

Laxalt said on Wednesday that Burnett has asked the attorney

general to recuse himself on the current issue, centered on

Laxalt, in order to retain outside counsel.
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CARSON CITY, Nev. (AP) — A feud between Nevada’s political

leaders threatened to derail their top legislative priorities and

delay the state budget process Thursday following a stalemate

in negotiations surrounding the state’s unimplemented school

voucher program.

With just four days remaining in the legislative session,

Democratic lawmakers in control of the Legislature and

Republican Gov. Brian Sandoval exchanged potentially fatal

blows to each other’s policy initiatives, including Education

Savings Accounts and paid sick leave.

The chain of events was set in motion when Republican

lawmakers acknowledged a final political deal had not been

reached by refusing to move forward one tenet of overarching

budget discussions: a 10 percent recreational marijuana tax that

requires bipartisan support to enact.

Democratic senators moved quickly then to pass a bill scrapping

the $60 million Sandoval proposed for the voucher program,

sending it instead to public schools.

“We’re out of time and it’s time to take care of our first

obligation, which is public school education,” Democratic

Senate Majority Leader Aaron Ford said.

Republicans responded by voting against major budget bills in

both the Senate and Assembly. They’ve threatened to do so for

months if no funding was included for the program that they

https://apnews.com/6ea29eddb5914fec8e80aa49825af0c1
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first passed and Sandoval signed in 2015, when Republicans

controlled the Legislature.

“This budget leaves out thousands of Nevada parents and

students — without a choice they have eagerly waited to

participate in and many have elected to participate in. Because

of that — and painfully again — I cannot and my caucus will not

vote today in favor of a budget,” Republican Assembly Minority

Leader Paul Anderson said before a vote.

Since the ESA program passed, roughly 2,600 families have

completed applications and 7,400 others have started

applications for the funds. It was challenged in court, but the

Nevada Supreme Court has ruled the concept, but not the

current funding mechanism, of school vouchers to be

constitutional.

Finding a way to implement the program, and decide its

political capital, has been a rallying point for Republicans, but a

major concern for Democrats fundamentally opposed to the

notion of spending public dollars on education anywhere except

public schools. The impasse could send the Legislature into

overtime, some lawmakers suggested Thursday.

“Some of us consider this a coupon for wealthy families, and

you’re going to tell me that you’re going to keep us here with no

budget because we won’t go along with you to fund to give

wealthy families coupons?” Sen. Kelvin Atkinson, a North Las

Vegas Democrat, said in response to similar Republican

comments in the Senate. “I’ve been here for 57 extra days

before; I’m willing to sit it out.”

Following the Democratic maneuver against his proposed

voucher implementation, Sandoval vetoed one of Ford’s top

legislative issues.

Senate Bill 196 would have mandated private businesses with 25

or more employees provide paid sick leave to workers after one

year of employment.

Sandoval made no mention of the political turmoil in a veto

statement of that or four other Democratic bills he axed on

Thursday. He said the time-off policy would have burdened

businesses, upset competition and hindered Nevada’s business-



friendly reputation. He offered more insight in an emailed

statement indicating he supported Republican lawmakers’

moves Thursday.

“I’m disappointed in the result and believed we had been

negotiating with Democratic leadership on ESAs and their

priorities in good faith,” the governor said. “I understand why

the Republicans voted against the marijuana tax and any

suggestion that their actions were anti-education is not

correct.”

Spokeswoman Mari St. Martin declined to comment

immediately on whether Sandoval would nix a budget without

voucher funding.

Bringing his total veto count to 15 bills this session, Sandoval

also halted a proposal aimed at blocking a luxury home

development within view of Red Rock National Conservation

Area outside Las Vegas. Other Thursday vetoes touched on

collective bargaining agreements and credit requirements for a

state college scholarship.

Lawmakers have sent Sandoval several other high-priority

Democratic bills that he could kill during renegotiations,

including a bid to force pharmaceutical companies to turn over

information on how they set insulin prices that will become law

automatically if he does not take action on it by the end of

Friday.
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CARSON CITY, Nev. (AP) — All police officers in Nevada must

wear body cameras beginning next year under a bill Gov. Brian

Sandoval signed Thursday, becoming the second state to

respond to calls for transparency of violent police encounters

with a camera mandate for beat officers statewide.

The law makes audio-visual recording devices a standard feature

of uniforms for any law enforcement officer who routinely

interacts with the public — from contracted town marshals to

the 2,600 officers at Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department,

which has been phasing in body cameras since 2014.

The proposal, led by six black lawmakers, comes at a time of

national outrage and reckoning over police killings of black

men, women and children.

“Bodycams will protect our law enforcement officials and

strengthen the relationship with those in the communities in

which they serve,” Sandoval said in a statement.

Law enforcement representatives support the policy, which

expands a 2015 law directing Nevada Highway Patrol officers to

wear body cameras. It does not apply to other transportation

officers, corrections officers or school security.

South Carolina required all police departments with adequate

funding to use body cameras in 2015. Their police-cam footage

is not accessible to the public. Incidents can only be viewed by

family or concerned citizens if the law enforcement agency,

attorney general or prosecutors choose to release it.

https://apnews.com/a03ccc232d044bcd8631926006ec72c8
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Nevada footage from police body cameras is already public

information, but the new law limits its guaranteed availability to

only about two weeks. Agencies will be allowed to delete videos

15 days after their recording.

The bill will take effect on July 1, 2018, although it’s unclear

whether it is feasible for every department to have the

equipment by then. In South Carolina, it could be years more

before the 2015 requirement is fulfilled.

Police departments are expected to largely pay for the cameras

from 911 funds and federal grants.
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The Associated Press

A decade after California voters were promised $400 million worth of parks in
some of the state's poorest neighborhoods, an Associated Press review finds
fewer than half of the 126 projects that received the money have been built, as
Democratic lawmakers push to add another $1 billion to the program.

State officials say the long wait is the result of strong oversight, but people
waiting for the parks see only empty lots.

In the South Los Angeles neighborhood of Florence, Jennifer Schott won't let
her kids play outdoors, nor is she willing to make the eightminute walk through
gang territory to the nearest park.

No one told Schott, who directs a mental health facility in the highcrime
neighborhood, that the state has shelled out $5 million for the city parks
department to replace vacant industrial buildings with 4 acres of grass,
basketball courts and a community garden. Six years after the project was
approved, the structures haven't been touched.

"I would hope that they would start construction on it soon," Schott said. "If they
have a grant, let's do it."

In this Friday, July 29, 2016 photo, Charisse Bremond, president of South Los Angeles community program Brotherhood

Parks Promised to Poor California Areas Unbuilt
Years Later
By ALISON NOON, ASSOCIATED PRESS.
SACRAMENTO, Calif. — Aug 9, 2016, 2:12 AM ET
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Diana Bulnes, a department spokeswoman, did not respond to repeated
requests for comment on the park or five others for which the city of Los
Angeles has received funding. One has been completed, according to state
data.

Community organizer Charisse Bremond Weaver said the park has been stalled
amid bureaucratic hoops that became more problematic after Gov. Jerry
Browneliminated LA's redevelopment agency and hundreds of others when
California was climbing out of the recession.

About 54 percent of voters approved Proposition 84 in 2006, allowing California
to sell $5.4 billion in bonds and distribute the money to water, parks and
conservation projects. The initiative promised $400 million to create parks in
neighborhoods without them or to expand overused parks in lowincome
neighborhoods.

Based on guidelines that prioritized the neediest communities, the state parks
department chose 126 parks and recreation center projects and awarded them
$396 million from a pool of 900 applicants that requested $3 billion, data
provided by the department show.

SlausonWall Park in Florence is one of 68 projects that have not yet been built,
according to the state data and officials overseeing the projects. The unbuilt
parks account for $230 million, or more than half, of the money given out from
the 2006 initiative.

Parks pledged to disadvantaged communities in Los Angeles County account
for onethird of all the projects and onethird of those that are incomplete, the
data show. The rest are scattered across the state.

The state, local and nonprofit groups putting the money to work have broken no
promises in taking a leisurely pace, because the original ballot measure made
no commitments about how long it would take to build the parks. Still, people
like Florence furniture builder Gustavo Guerrera are left thinking, "They're never
going to build a park here."

The regulatory hurdles largely blamed for the delays are ubiquitous in California
and make it extremely difficult to build a house, let alone a public park, in under
a decade, said Jon Coupal, president of the Howard Jarvis Taxpayers
Association.

"It should not take that long," Coupal said.

The state parks department awarded the last dollars in 2013, but most recipients
couldn't immediately put the money to use. Municipal boards had to sanction
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projects led by local parks departments, a process the state tried to expedite
with fillintheblank authorization forms. Accommodating new projects meant
some agencies and organizations had to rearrange staff.

"We're building the parks as fast as we can. There's just multiple things we're
doing at the same time," said Tori Kjer, Los Angeles program manager at the
Trust for Public Land, a national organization that's been building parks since
1972. It received funding to build eight of the California projects, four of which
are complete.

It often took a year to finalize grant agreements, organize a team and select
contractors, Kjer and other project coordinators said. They typically spend
another year designing the project and getting permits, and additional time to
engage the community in the hope that residents use and maintain the space in
perpetuity. Then construction can begin.

"Everyone wants their park right away, but projects of this scale are huge
projects — we're not talking about just replacing a bench," said Jennifer Isacoff,
national operations director at the Trust for Public Land. "It's really important to
us to design a planning process that will give a community its voice."

The projects were given generous deadlines to facilitate oversight, officials say.
Some of the incomplete parks must be finished by 2017, but most will be
considered "on time" if they're built by July 2019.

"A lot of these kinds of safeguards of planning and permitting and regulating are
important, but make it so that doing anything in California takes time," said Jon
Christensen, an environmental humanities researcher at University of California
Los Angeles who studied the program earlier this year.

Christensen found in a May report at least 90 percent of the parks funding has
been dedicated to needy communities, as voters intended.

Democratic Assemblyman Eduardo Garcia of Coachella is pushing the
Legislature to place a measure on the November ballot asking voters to
dedicate another $1 billion to the same program for new or expanded parks.

"From the state side, we met our obligation to the voters delivering the
resources to these communities," Garcia said.

Charisse Bremond Weaver, president of South Los Angeles community program
Brotherhood Crusade, said she just wants to ensure the SlausonWall Park is
not forgotten.

"It would be a gamechanger for the neighborhood," she said.
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Guard seeks federal aid
for soldiers told to return
bonuses

By Alison Noon | AP  October 24

SACRAMENTO, Calif. — Members of Congress and veterans leaders on Monday called for federal action to

absolve the debts of nearly 10,000 soldiers in California alone who have been ordered by the Pentagon to

repay enlistment bonuses a decade after they signed up to serve in Iraq and Afghanistan.

Lawmakers from California expressed outrage, including Democratic Sens. Dianne Feinstein and Barbara

Boxer; House Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy, a Republican; and House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi, a

Democrat.

Maj. Gen. Matthew Beevers said the California National Guard is working with members of Congress to

introduce legislation that, if approved and signed by the president, would order the National Guard Bureau

to clear the debts of soldiers who were wrongly told they were eligible for bonuses of $15,000 or more.

The total amount given out in bonuses is not clear, but The Los Angeles Times reported $22 million has

been recovered in California so far.

“This is how you destroy all faith in a Pentagon that is supposed to have your back,” Brian Duffy, head of the

national service organization Veterans of Foreign Wars, said in an emailed statement. “Instead of seeking

repayment, the Pentagon owes them a debt of thanks and an apology for insulting their honorable service to

our nation.”

The Guard offered the bonuses and student loan aid to reenlist at the height of the two wars in the 2000s.

The Pentagon demanded the money back after audits revealed overpayments by the California Guard under

pressure to fill ranks and hit enlistment goals. If soldiers refuse, they could face interest charges, wage

garnishments and tax liens, the Times reported .

https://www.washingtonpost.com/national


“We understand other states may have been affected but are pending verification of which ones,” National

Guard Bureau spokeswoman Laura Ochoa wrote in an email to The Associated Press. “California is where

the majority of this occurred.”

Soldiers told the newspaper that they feel betrayed by having to repay the money. They can apply for a

federal review of their debt, but that appeals process does not guarantee it will be waived.

“Our military heroes should not shoulder the burden of military recruiters’ faults from over a decade ago,”

McCarthy said in an emailed statement.

His statement said the House would investigate the reports, but spokesman Matt Sparks declined to

comment on what that would entail.

In California, four people were convicted of fraud over the improper bonuses.

At least 54 members of Congress and the California Legislature sent letters to Secretary of Defense Ashton

Carter asking that he halt the collections and provide further information.

Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton also said she was appalled by what she described as a

mistreatment of veterans and called for legislation.

Navy Capt. Jeff Davis, a Defense Department spokesman, encouraged service members to appeal the debt

and said the department would work with the Army, National Guard Bureau and California Army National

Guard to “strengthen efforts to respond to this situation.”

“We take doing right by our service members very seriously, and the senior leadership of this department is

looking very closely at this matter,” Davis said.

A federal investigation in 2010 found thousands of bonuses and student loan payments were improperly

doled out to California Guard soldiers. About 9,700 current and retired soldiers received notices to repay

some or all of their bonuses with more than $22 million recovered so far, the Times reported.

The California Guard’s former Bonus and Incentive Manager, Army Master Sgt. Toni Jaffe, pleaded guilty to

fraud for misappropriating the funds and was sentenced to 30 months in prison in 2012. Jaffe gave out

$15.2 million in bonuses and loan repayments that she knew soldiers were ineligible to receive, federal

prosecutors said at the time.

Three additional officers pleaded guilty to the fraud.



Beevers said the California Guard also fired one general and two colonels. The Guard punished more than

100 other soldiers following the incident; most of them are no longer in the service.

“Folks who are in leadership now are the ones who have spent several years correcting that issue,”

spokesman Capt. William Martin said.

___

Associated Press National Security Writer Robert Burns in Washington contributed to this report.

Copyright 2016 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast,

rewritten or redistributed.
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Donors pour record $458 million into California
initiatives
By ALISON NOON
Associated Press

OCTOBER 21, 2016  | SACRAMENTO, CALIF.

olitical donors have spent a record $458 million on 17 statewide November ballot initiatives in

California, beating the state's own record for the most spent on propositions appearing on state

ballots in a single year, campaign reports filed Thursday show.

The fundraising has soared at least $20 million past California's previous record, when $438 million was spent

on the campaigns for and against 21 measures on 2008 ballots. With inflation, fundraising in 2008 would be

worth at least $490 million today.

No other state has come close to those amounts.

California is one of the few states that empower voters to enact laws affecting state revenue and spending. The

proposals going before the state's 18 million registered voters put billions of dollars at stake in this election.

"That's big business," said Jessica Levinson, a professor at Loyola Law School in Los Angeles, who commented

before the record was broken. She and other campaign finance experts stress that big money flows to the

contests that will have the biggest financial impact and the final push to sway voters is likely to include a

spending blitz.

"A lot of the oxygen is really being sucked up by the presidential race," Levinson said. "For most voters, they're

just starting to think about the ballot measures."

Proposition 61, a proposal to cap what the state pays for prescription drugs at the lowest price the U.S.

Department of Veterans Affairs pays, has drawn the biggest spending. Pharmaceutical companies have

contributed most of the $108 million that's been raised to defeat it, including $22 million publicly disclosed

Thursday.

The AIDS Healthcare Foundation, which placed it on the ballot, has spent about $14 million backing it.

Because Proposition 61 would not force drug companies to change their prices, the state legislative analyst says

its fiscal effect on the $3.8 billion market is unknown.

Tobacco companies are among the other biggest spenders, contributing more than $66 million to oppose

Proposition 56, a proposed $2 tax increase on every pack of cigarettes sold in the state. The California Hospital

http://www.latimes.com/topic/politics-government/government/u.s.-department-of-veterans-affairs-ORGOVV0000361-topic.html


Association has spent more than $46 million opposing three measures that would affect funding for MediCal,

the state's health care program for the poor.

Most of the funding has come directly from the corporations facing massive gains or losses to their own bottom

line on Nov. 8.

"They're called citizen initiatives because of who has to sign them, not necessarily who has to pay for them,"

said Josh Altic, who directs research on ballot measures at Ballotpedia, an organization that aggregates

electoral data from all 50 states.

Two of the biggest individual donors are Republican Charles Munger Jr., who has contributed more than $10

million to support Proposition 54, seeking greater legislative transparency, and Napster founder Sean Parker,

who's given about $7 million supporting the effort to legalize and tax recreational marijuana, Proposition 64.

The totals exclude money that's transferred between allied campaigns as well as duplicate contributions

recorded when one committee raised money for more than one proposition.

The record amount also includes about $50 million raised in 2014 for some of this year's ballot measures. That

money does not appear in some calculations the secretary of state's office provides online.

Where does all the money go? The campaign reports show more than $40 million was used to pay signature

gatherers who circulated petitions to qualify each of the 14 initiatives and one referendum for the ballot. Two

measures were placed on the ballot by lawmakers, a process that does not require signatures.

Overall, the reports show roughly $200 million has been spent on advertising and political consulting firms that

coordinate research and media buys.

About $115 million was spent to air 76,000 broadcast television advertisements supporting and opposing

California initiatives through Oct. 17, according to an analysis by the Center for Public Integrity of data from

Kantar Media/CMAG, which monitors media markets around the country and offers a widely accepted cost

estimate. That figure does not include spending on cable TV, radio, online or mailers, nor the cost of producing

ads.

Copyright 2016 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast,

rewritten or redistributed.
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California nears $2 billion
plan to house its homeless

By Alison Noon and John Rogers | AP  June 20 at 3:20 PM

LOS ANGELES — The growing problem of homelessness can be seen in every corner of California, from small towns that ring

the state’s redwood forests to the sands separating the Pacific Ocean from the most prosperous beachfront communities.

More than 115,000 homeless Californians were counted last year and one in four had a serious mental illness, according to the

most recent tally from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development.

With California’s homeless situation at what some officials are calling a tipping point, lawmakers are putting the finishing

touches on a plan to provide as much as $2 billion to help cities build permanent shelters to get mentally ill people off the

streets. The Legislature could consider the measure later this week.

“There’s just something immoral about a tent city being silhouetted by 16 cranes building highrises — the juxtaposition of

haves and havenots,” former state Senate President Pro Tem Don Perata, DOrinda, said at a recent Capitol hearing on the

funding plan.

His reference was to Los Angeles’ Skid Row, a 54squareblock area surrounded by an ever encroaching building boom featuring

upscale lofts and apartments, highrise hotels, expensive restaurants and trendy coffee bars and nightclubs.

While the highrises go up nearby, Skid Row remains blighted, its streets filled with trash, human waste and spent narcotics

needles. Its homeless residents — many blankfaced, some halfdressed — wander aimlessly throughout the day. At night as

many as 2,500 bed down in hundreds of tents pitched along sidewalks almost in the shadow of City Hall.

With more than 46,000 homeless people scattered across Los Angeles County — an increase of 6 percent from last year — local

officials are fighting an uphill battle for state and voter approval of an initiative that would raise taxes on millionaires to benefit

homeless services.

Experts say things are just as bad across the rest of California. In the San Francisco Bay Area, where the startup tech boom is

sending rental and housing prices skyrocketing, people who lived in oncemodest neighborhoods are being forced to the streets.

In Sacramento, people take refuge in bushes near the stately Capitol building or cluster in downtown encampments.

“I don’t care what part of California you’re in, you will see an evergrowing population of people who live on the streets with a

https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science


“I don’t care what part of California you’re in, you will see an evergrowing population of people who live on the streets with a

mental illness, and that’s what we’re addressing,” said Maggie Merritt, executive director of the Steinberg Institute, a mental

health nonprofit advocating for increased state funding to fight homelessness.

Hawaii and some major cities including Seattle and Portland, Oregon, have declared homelessness to be in states of emergency,

freeing up disaster funds and breaking down regulatory barriers to provide swift assistance.

California Gov. Jerry Brown has resisted that approach. His spokeswoman Deborah Hoffman said in a statement last week that

local governments are bestpositioned to tackle the issue and “a gubernatorial declaration is not appropriate.”

Brown favors the legislative plan proposed by Senate Democrats that would provide up to $2 billion for local agencies to

construct permanent housing for people living on the streets with psychological disorders. Legislative analysts expect it’d fund

at least 14,000 units.

The money would come largely from the Mental Health Services Act, an initiative voters approved in 2004 that raised state

income taxes on millionaires by 1 percent. The current plan would use bonds to finance construction and divert a small portion

— between 0.8 percent and 6.5 percent — of the mental health fund every year for what could be decades to repay the bonds.

Many of the details remain to be worked out, but a keystone of the tentative agreement requires counties to step up with

additional services for everyone they house.

Such services currently vary widely between counties, and some officials are wary of a 20year treatment obligation tied to the

money. But negotiations have consistently favored county input, allaying most hesitations to accept the state aid.

While rehabilitating the homeless for longterm success requires more than just putting a roof over their heads, that is the

initial step in what has become a national “housing first” strategy.

“The capital is great, you build the building, but then you have all these vulnerable people you’re housing who need all those

other supportive services,” said Jeremy Sidell, chief development officer at People Assisting the Homeless, a nonprofit that’s

been transitioning people from streets to housing since 1985. “You want to maintain them in that housing; you don’t want to

create a revolving door.”

He said nonprofits that work with the homeless employ caseworkers to treat substance abuse, manage mental health and offer a

stable environment in an effort to close that revolving door.

“We’ll take people to the Social Security office, we’ll take people to the DMV or their doctor’s appointments,” Sidell said. “It’s a

dowhateverittakes approach.”

___
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Frontier: Telecom takeover led to outages in 3 states
Frontier Communications blamed its takeover of another company for widespread phone, Internet
and television service outages in California, Texas and Florida at a legislative hearing Wednesday

By Alison Noon, Associated Press | Associated Press – Thu, May 19, 2016 7:46 AM SGT

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP)  Frontier Communications blamed its takeover of another company for widespread phone,
internet and television service outages in California, Texas and Florida at a legislative hearing Wednesday, saying Frontier
inherited corrupt data in its $10.5 billion acquisition of certain Verizon businesses last month.

Frontier West Region President Melinda White told California lawmakers that the data issue caused outages during the
transition and an outpouring of complaints that its technicians weren't yet trained to handle.

Verizon spokesman Ray McConville and several other representatives did not immediately return calls or emails seeking
comment Wednesday.

California lawmakers on the Assembly Utilities and Commerce Committee questioned Frontier after thousands of
customers in three states complained to state and federal regulators about spotty service since the April 1 takeover.

Some customers, including at least one California police department, say the inconsistent service has affected their
businesses and emergency services.

"The complaints that I have heard are not just an inconvenience, they're a matter of life and death," said Jamie Beutler,
who represents rural communities within the California Democratic Party.

More than 850 customers have lodged complaints with the California Public Utilities Commission.

The committee chairman, Assemblyman Mike Gatto, DLos Angeles, and vice chairman, Assemblyman Jim Patterson, R
Fresno, said the PUC should shoulder as much blame as Frontier for the outages because the agency approved the
takeover and has been slow to address service issues.

Executive Director Tim Sullivan said the utilities commission will investigate the complaints and decide whether to seek
court action against Frontier. It could also reconsider its approval of the buyout.

Texas regulators also approved the takeover.

Frontier acquired 3.3 million landlines, 2.1 million broadband connections and 1.2 million fiberoptic customers in the
three states, according to a news release. Lawmakers estimated the outages to have affected tens of thousands of
California customers alone.

White said Frontier expects to resolve existing issues related to the changeover by May 29, but customers continue to
report problems in all three states.

In Texas, the public utility commission has received 568 complaints about Frontier services since April, spokesman Terry
Hadley said. Complaints have fallen in the last few days, but Hadley said it's too soon to determine a trend.

Florida Attorney General Pam Bondi has received 1,362 complaints regarding Frontier services since the takeover,
spokeswoman Kylie Mason said. Another 433 complaints were filed with the Florida Department of Agriculture and
Consumer Services.
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Family of black man shot
14 times by police wants
charges

By Alison Noon | AP  October 3

SACRAMENTO, Calif. — The family of a man killed in July by Sacramento police after 911 callers reported he was

waving a knife and acting erratically demanded Monday that two officers face murder charges after dashcam video

revealed they talked inside their police cruiser about running him down. He dodged the cruiser twice and was shot

14 times less than a minute later by the same two officers.

The officers “behaved like big game hunters closing in on an animal,” said John Burris, a lawyer for the family of

Joseph Mann, who was mentally unstable and homeless.

The demand for the murder charges came as Los Angeles police chief Charlie Beck defended his officers in the fatal

shootings of a black man Saturday who police say was armed with a loaded semiautomatic gun and a Hispanic man

on Sunday who officers say was wielding replica handgun.

The latest police shootings happened amid heightened tensions over police actions involving black people and other

minorities across the country, and followed two more fatal encounters between California police and black men last

week in San Diego and Pasadena.

In the Sacramento case, police have said Mann was waving a knife in the air and doing karate moves in the streets

just before police responded. But Burris told reporters he was not threatening anybody and that the two officers

who shot him, John Tennis and Randy Lozoya, should face a U.S. Justice Department civil rights investigation in

addition to murder charges.

The officers can be heard on the recording saying “I’m gonna hit him” and “OK, go for it” before appearing to drive

their cruiser twice at Mann, who managed to scramble out of its way both times. The officers then stopped the

cruiser, got out of it, pursued him on foot and opened fire.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/national


“Mann was standing stationary on a sidewalk with no one in close proximity when the officers unloaded their guns,”

Burris wrote in a letter to U.S. Attorney General Loretta Lynch.

Sacramento police spokesman Matthew McPhail said police are “encouraged to assess each circumstance and think

critically about the tools at their disposal.”

McPhail and other police spokespeople did not immediately respond to a request to interview Tennis and Lozoya.

Sacramento Police Officers Association President Timothy Davis did not respond to telephone and email messages

seeking comment on behalf of the two officers.

Sacramento City Attorney James Sanchez declined to comment on whether police were aware of what Tennis and

Lozoya said in the car. McPhail did not respond to messages asking the same question.

The Sacramento District Attorney’s Office is reviewing the recordings and police reports, spokeswoman Shelly Orio

said.

Tennis and Lozoya were put on a brief leave after the July 11 shooting and returned to work on desk duty instead of

patrol the following week. An administrative review of their actions is underway.

“It doesn’t service anybody’s interest with the public or the city, even the officers themselves or the family of the

deceased, to have any sort of determination to be made before the investigation is complete,” McPhail said.

Surveillance videos show Mann doing the karate moves, zigzagging as he walked around a downandout commercial

neighborhood in north Sacramento where many businesses are shuttered.

On police 911 recordings, callers said a man was waving a knife in the air, had a gun in his waistband and appeared to

be mentally ill. Police found a knife but no gun after Mann was killed.

Family members have described Mann as a college graduate who loved politics and economics, and succeeded in

several careers before deteriorating into mental illness about five years ago. They said he had been living on the

streets and struggled with drugs before his death.

Toxicology tests revealed Mann had methamphetamine in his system the day he died, police said.

The videos released showed a first police cruiser that arrived alongside Mann as he was walking down a street. Mann

turned away from that vehicle when another cruiser with the two officers approached him, talking inside their

cruiser about hitting Mann.

When Mann ran out of the car’s way, the officer driving the cruiser backed it up and turned to aim in Mann’s

direction again. It accelerated toward Mann, who ran across a median. The cruiser stopped and the officers got out.



Mann is heard on audio from the video saying he did not have a gun.

About 15 seconds later, 18 shots were fired — 14 hit Mann.

It was extremely rare for audio to be captured describing what the officers were thinking as the events leading up to

Mann’s shooting unfolded, said Kevin LaHue, a private attorney in Los Angeles who has worked on numerous

federal civil rights cases involving police tactics.

“Having this sort of realtime insight into the thought process of the officers and their use of force, I think that is

very unique,” LaHue said.

Mann’s death is the latest of at least five fatal police shootings in Sacramento over the past three years of people

who did not comply with officers’ orders and had a weapon other than a firearm, said Francine Tournour, who

oversees city public safety accountability.

“I’m seeing a pattern,” Tournour said.

Tournour said she plans to recommend that the department change its approach to deescalating crisis situations,

introduce scenariobased training and possibly add a staff position.

The chief of police answers to the city manager but maintains discretion over police training and policies.

Copyright 2016 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten

or redistributed.
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New voters, few hiccups as Californians
head to the polls

i

California election workers opened polling stations and continued
counting early ballots with few hiccups Tuesday as county clerks
embraced an expanded electorate totaling nearly 18 million
registered voters.
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SACRAMENTO, CALIF. 

BY ALISON NOON
Associated Press

     

California election workers opened
polling stations and continued counting early ballots with few
hiccups Tuesday as county clerks embraced an expanded
electorate totaling nearly 18 million registered voters.

A surge of 650,000 new voters less than two months ahead of
the June 7 primary set up a potentially big turnaround from the
historically low turnout of 2014.

But presidential elections draw more people to the polls and
county clerks are expecting turnout to reflect the drawnout
contest for the Democratic Party's presidential nomination.
Elections officials in San Diego and Santa Clara counties are
expecting at least 55 percent of registered voters to cast ballots.
Contra Costa has been planning to accommodate 60 percent of
registrants, and Alameda is hoping to hit 70 percent.

The Associated Press reported Monday that former first lady,
New York senator and Secretary of State Hillary Clinton secured
the number of Democratic delegates needed to become the
party's presumptive presidential nominee.

The announcement angered supporters of Vermont Sen. Bernie
Sanders, who is competing for the party's title, but it also
concerned nonpartisan organizations focused on increasing
voter participation.

Kim Alexander, president of California Voter Foundation, said
she was disappointed that the AP released its count hours before
the California primary — one of the nation's last — because it
has the potential to suck the air out of the election. But she said
a steady flow of voters at the polls seemed to indicate the call
had little if any effect on the race by midTuesday.

"There are a lot of people trying to participate in this election
despite the Associated Press prediction that this election is over,
so we're happy to see that," Alexander said.
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In one quickly resolved incident, Contra Costa County Assistant
Registrar of Voters Scott Konopasek said volunteers in the
heavily Democratic East Bay county thought they lost what few
Republican ballots they needed for the cities of Pittsburg and
Bay Point.

"There were a couple of places that had stacks and stacks of
Democratic ballots because they have stacks and stacks of
Democratic voters," Konopasek said. "They only had one or two
pads of Republican ballots, and they just got lost in the shuffle.
But when we went through it all, there they were."

The Los Angeles County registrar's office was looking into at
least one report of a polling place that was not up and running
at the state's 7 a.m. start time.

More than 3.1 million Californians had cast ballots before the
polls opened Tuesday, more than twothirds of all voters in the
2014 primary. Just 25.2 percent of registered voters participated
in the 2014 primary and 42.2 percent in the general election.

Although only one statewide initiative appears on the primary
ballot, petitioners have turned in signatures for 20 more
initiatives they hope to get on the Nov. 8 ballot. Counting those
signatures and processing voter registrations have strained
county election offices, some of which had to hire temporary
workers to handle the workload.

The Field Poll predicts that twothirds of voters will cast ballots
by mail.

About 4.1 million California voters this year are Latino, 1.6
million are Asian, and 800,000 are black.
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California governor’s trip to Vatican
exempt from disclosure

FILE - In this July 21, 2015 �le photo, California Gov. Jerry Brown, right, delivers his speech in the Synod Hall as he attends a conference on
Modern Slavery and Climate Change at the Vatican. Brown traveled to Italy with ... more >

By ALISON NOON - Associated Press - Thursday, March 3, 2016

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) - California Gov. Jerry Brown �ew to the Vatican on a private jet last
year, but he did not include the excursion in a list of gifts he must disclose because the plane
belongs to a personal friend, billionaire real-estate developer George Marcus.

The Democratic governor reported this week he accepted $22,000 worth of dinner and travel
in 2015, including $16,000 to attend the U.N. Conference on Climate Change in Paris, paid for
by a privately run donor fund and an environmental group.

State law requires elected o�cials to �le an annual statement of gifts they receive that are
worth $50 or more to identify potential con�icts of interest. Typically, a private �ight paid for
by someone else would be reported.
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Brown spokesman Evan Westrup said the �ight to the Vatican and a subsequent vacation in
Italy with Marcus and his wife fall under an exemption for reporting gifts from longtime, close
friends who are not lobbyists and have no interests pending a decision by the politician.

“The two have been friends for decades,” Westrup wrote in an emailed statement.

Brown signed the Political Reform Act into law as governor in 1974, establishing the Fair
Political Practices Commission. Its rules say o�cials are not required to disclose payments or
gifts from anyone with whom the o�cial has a “long term, close personal friendship unrelated
to the o�cial’s position with the agency.”

The Sacramento Bee reported last summer (http://bit.ly/21a4ctQ ) that Brown took the private
�ight to Italy to attend o�cial business, but he and his wife, Anne Gust Brown, also took a
personal holiday with Marcus and his wife after the conference.

Marcus has contributed about $2.5 million to California political issues since 2002, including at
least $110,000 to Brown’s campaigns for attorney general and governor.

Bob Stern, who helped Brown create the Fair Political Practices Commission then served as its
�rst general counsel, said he was surprised and disappointed Brown did not disclose the trip.

“If I were advising the governor, I would say disclose anyway,” Stern said. “This wasn’t like
exchanging dinners or anything. It was a major gift.”

Stern said it’s up to politicians to di�erentiate between inconsequential gifts between friends
and substantial contributions, like a trip across the globe, which could have meaning to voters.

“The real question, of course, is what other friends have given him rides on private jets,” he
said. “The problem is we don’t know what we don’t know.”

Dan Schnur, chairman of the Fair Political Practices Commission in 2010, said politicians have
wealthy friends and the gift exemption for people with real relationships is used often. “This
one may be much larger in scale than most, but it’s a fairly common occurrence,” Schnur said.

Fair Political Practices Commission rules do not specify what quali�es as a friendship.
Commission Chairwoman Jodi Remke said she is open to considering revisions in the gift
policies.

“With 20-plus regulations de�ning what is or is not a gift, it’s obviously an area that could be
simpli�ed,” she said in an emailed statement.
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At the Vatican, Brown spoke at a summit on climate change hosted by Pope Francis, which
drew worldwide attention and came as California lawmakers were debating Brown’s proposal
to boost the state’s use of renewable energy.

Westrup and Executive Secretary Nancy McFadden accompanied Brown to Italy. Westrup said
he took a commercial �ight to the conference and McFadden joined the Browns on the private
plane.

“She’s been a long term, close personal friend of the Marcus family and, given that, there
would be no reason to report it,” Westrup said. “No taxpayer dollars were spent on these
�ights.”

Sta� members have until April 1 to report their own 2015 gifts.

Marcus co-founded one of one of the nation’s top commercial real estate agencies, Marcus
and Millichap Inc., and is worth about $1.9 billion, according to a 2015 Bloomberg report .

Since 2011, Marcus has contributed about $5 million to political action committees primarily
supporting Democratic candidates for Congress, according to reports �led with the Federal
Election Commission.

George Marcus, his wife Judy Marcus, and the company do not appear in California lobbying
reports dating to 1999.

Copyright © 2016 The Washington Times, LLC.
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Sacramento mayor tackles protester who hit
him with pie
By ALISON NOON
Associated Press

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) A man took a
coconut cream pie from a grocery bag,
grabbed Sacramento Mayor Kevin Johnson
from behind and smacked him in the face with
it at a charity event, leading the former NBA
star to start swinging and then tackle the man
who was left battered and facing assault
charges.

The pie wielder and local activist, Sean
Thompson, 32, said Thursday that the mayor
overreacted, sending him to the hospital for
nine stitches before he went to jail. He said he
was angry Johnson devoted so much political
energy to an arena for the city's basketball
team and not to other needs such as education
and homelessness.

The mayor was greeting people eating at an
outdoor charity dinner Wednesday night at Sacramento Charter High School when
Thompson pulled Johnson back and shoved the pie in his face, said Johnson's chief of
staff, Crystal Strait.

"There was no throwing of the pie," said Erika Bjork, who works for a professional soccer
team in Sacramento and saw the encounter up close. "This was a direct assault. It just
happened that he had a pie in his hand."

Bjork, whose boss is a major donor to Johnson, said the mayor looked shocked and
swung at Thompson multiple times, but she didn't see him land any punches.

Thompson had red and blue bruises and a roughly 1inch line of stitches under his left
eye when he spoke to The Associated Press in jail.

"When I threw the pie at him, right at that moment, I shouted at him. I said, `You need
to better represent me,'" Thompson said.

He said the mayor turned and hit him at least twice "and pretty hard." Thompson said
he covered his face and started to move away but was quickly surrounded by people and
kept taking hits. He couldn't tell who delivered the blows.

Thompson said he expected to be tackled by police but was caught off guard when the
punches came from the mayor. He said he has no regrets but was surprised to be facing
a felony, assaulting a public official.

He was held on $100,000 bail and was expected to be formally charged Friday.
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Johnson's signature achievement in office was getting a $550 million arena built for the
Sacramento Kings, which Thompson said took attention away from other issues.

Cres Vellucci, who organizes legal support for activists at the National Lawyers Guild in
Sacramento, said people in the social justice community are concerned about
Thompson's safety and Johnson's physical response.

Prosecutors will review the case, including the mayor's reaction, after receiving the police
reports, likely on Friday, district attorney spokeswoman Shelly Orio said.

"Whether you're hit in the face with a pie or a fist, you've been assaulted and you're
generally allowed to respond with similar force," said Rory Little, a former litigator and
professor at University of California Hastings College of the Law.

Johnson's response "probably is not a disproportionate reaction, though it might not be
the reaction we want our public officials to have," Little said.

Vellucci wrote in an email that he met Thompson five years ago and described him as a
nonviolent person who participated in some of the first Black Lives Matter protests in
Sacramento in 2014 and in Occupy Sacramento rallies before that.

Police and Johnson's chief of staff said Thompson was not previously known to the
mayor and his staff. In an interview with local TV stations, Thompson said he's
interacted with Johnson many times during city meetings for activists and that the
mayor often appears disinterested and unengaged in community members' concerns.

Johnson is wellknown for his efforts to revitalize Oak Park, a predominantly African
American neighborhood.

He's a graduate of the high school where the event was held Wednesday and brought it
back from the brink of dissolution in the early 2000s by incorporating it in a system of
charter schools he founded to help disadvantaged communities.

Johnson, who had a long career as an NBA AllStar with the Phoenix Suns and a brief
stint with the Cleveland Cavaliers, has about two months left as mayor. He decided not to
seek a third term.



Associated Press writer Jonathan J. Cooper contributed to this report.



This story has been corrected to show that the first name of Cres Vellucci was misspelled
Chris and that Thompson had injuries around his left eye, not his right.

Updated September 23, 2016
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California wants people to
prove they are not lobbyists

By Alison Noon | AP  July 21 at 8:18 PM

SACRAMENTO, Calif. — California’s top political watchdog led her peers in approving a rule Thursday aiming to crack

down on people who fail to disclose efforts to influence government officials.

Lobbyists are required to register with the state if the amount they make for communicating with state officials to sway

public policy reaches $2,000 in one month. But there has been no mechanism to thoroughly check on people who don’t

register but are suspected of reaching that threshold.

The Fair Political Practices Commission unanimously passed a change backed by Chairwoman Jodi Remke allowing

state regulators to require those believed to be lobbying to provide evidence showing how much they’re being paid to

influence government officials. If they don’t, the agency automatically will find them in violation of state transparency

laws.

“This is a way to drive compliance and get people to register and disclose who is paying them to try to influence public

officials,” Remke said.

Critics say the change forces the accused to prove their innocence, rather than the government to show wrongdoing.

Many lawyers, support staff at lobbying firms and citizens who reach out to legislators could be required to

demonstrate that their jobs do not involve swaying public policy — or face administrative or judicial sanctions, skeptics

of the change say.

Remke and agency attorneys said investigators are currently stymied in most probes of suspected unregistered

lobbyists because the people who are targeted can simply say that they do not qualify as lobbyists.

The commission decided to change the process to authorize investigators to conduct deeper probes of people they

believe are skirting disclosure.

The new rule permits investigators to demand suspected unregistered lobbyists provide “sufficient evidence” rebutting

agency claims; otherwise they forfeit their ability to contest the claims.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/national


Remke said it’s up to those investigators to assess that evidence and determine whether it’s strong enough to dispute

the agency’s findings. If investigators are unconvinced, they can recommend to the commissioners that the presumed

violators face sanctions.

If investigators conclude a person has presented believable evidence to mount a defense, then they pass the case to the

commissioners to deliberate and decide whether to issue sanctions. The commissioners can ask an administrative law

judge for advice.

“We think of this as an obligation for people to understand their responsibilities,” Remke said.

The rule says unregistered lobbyists can provide bills, receipts or other records to establish that their compensation was

not used to get access to lawmakers.

Commissioner Gavin Wasserman echoed opponents’ concerns that the change gives the agency an unfair advantage

since it acts as both accuser and judge. But he supported its overall goals and joined the panel in a 5-0 vote.

The California Political Attorneys Association and Chapman University constitutional law professor Ronald Rotunda, a

former commission member, said in opposition letters that the rule changes would effectively shift the burden of proof

to suspected unregistered lobbyists, violating their constitutional rights.

“This makes it a lot easier for the prosecution, which is why it would strike most people as unfair,” Rotunda said

Thursday.

Remke said the changes are aimed at letting citizens know who is trying to solicit votes from state lawmakers.

Earlier this year, the five-member commission approved new rules to prevent unregistered lobbyists from pitching

themselves as experts on topics of interest to legislators and required additional spending disclosure requirements for

registered lobbyists.

Copyright 2016 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or

redistributed.
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Daughter-for-heroin mom gets 51 years in
prison
An Ohio woman who admitted to giving her 11-year-old daughter to a drug
dealer to be raped in exchange for heroin is sentenced to 51 years to life
in prison.

http://www.washingtonpost.com/video/national/daughter-for-heroin-mom-gets-51-years-in-prison/2016/07/20/930453ea-4e76-11e6-bf27-405106836f96_video.html?tid=hybrid_mostviewedvideo_1_na
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Montana community turns away teen with troubled past
By  ALISON NOON
Associated Press

FEBRUARY 18, 2015, 2:25 AM | HARRISON, MONT.

A fter Spencer Ore was banned from a Montana high school in 2013 for bringing two pistols to campus and
was accused of making threats, his parents sought help with the hope that one day he would reintegrate

into society.

Margaret and Stephen Ore visited him every weekend while he was in juvenile detention. They invested in nearly
two years of treatment for underlying behavioral problems.

When his doctors and probation officers said Spencer, now 16, was well enough to return to public school, the
Ores moved 50 miles away to enroll him at a school in quiet, rural Twin Bridges.

But last month, parents at Twin Bridges discovered Spencer's past and successfully sued to block him from
attending the school, a rejection that left the Ores wondering whether a boy like theirs can get a second chance to
get an education in an age of school shootings.

"We were just hoping that he could be accepted into that community and have a chance to be a regular kid," his
mother said.

For the 31 parents and grandparents who sued, it's a risk they are not prepared to take.

"The bottom line is we feel like we're getting a dangerous child shoved down the throats of all the people here in
the school," said Bart Baumeister, one of those who filed the case. "It's upsetting."

Spencer's parents said he was on antidepressants and medication for attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder when
he took a loaded .357 Magnum and unloaded .22 handgun to Harrison High School on Jan. 25, 2013.

A peer told the principal about the weapons in Spencer's backpack as the school bell was ringing just after 3 p.m.

Psychiatrists have since told his parents that the combination of those drugs, along with his then-undiagnosed
bipolar disorder, could potentially make him unstable.

Spencer told two stories about why he packed the guns that day. In one, he planned to run away after school to live
off the land in the Rocky Mountains. In the other, he wanted to prove that automatic weapons aren't necessary to
carry out a school shooting.

"There was no one set plan," Spencer said. "It was just a bunch of racing thoughts running through my head."

Spencer spent a year between detention centers and therapy programs, but he was back home with his parents
when things got worse for the Ores in January 2014.

In what his attorneys later called an attempt to impress a girl, Spencer talked in Facebook messages about
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committing new crimes. When he wrote, "this time ill blow up the whole (expletive) school," the girl protested.

"No i dont want to hurt anyone," Spencer wrote back. "I wont."

Spencer was sent back to treatment. He had violated his parole by using an unauthorized electronic device — an
iPod he had traded for a pair of shoes at a previous treatment facility.

Spencer showed major improvement at Normative Services in Sheridan, Wyoming, the most drastic coming when
he was entrusted the responsibility of heading a house of 14 boys.

He was released back to his parents in early fall and remains on probation until his 18th birthday. Along with
mood-stabilizing medication to treat bipolar disorder, psychiatrists prescribed Spencer something else: social
interaction, specifically at school.

Spencer has attended Boy Scouts in the new town, but the Ores dropped any notion that he might attend Twin
Bridges when school officials told them last month that some parents were encouraging their kids to provoke him
in order to get him expelled.

Because of those threats, the Ores did not object when the school parents filed their lawsuit. In early February, the
judge then removed the order that required Twin Bridges to allow Spencer to enroll in the school.

He was turned away from private schools, and he flunked an online course, indicative of the challenges that can
come with computer-based learning.

The Ores plan to ask Harrison High School to provide at-home tutoring, but they are not sure their request will be
considered. "We're kind of back to square one," Margaret Ore said.

Superintendents at Harrison and Twin Bridges school districts declined to comment. State education officials
could not comment because the Montana Office of Public Instruction does not discuss individual students.

Spencer has been helping his father, a contractor, build and renovate homes while he's been out of school, but it's
not what he wants to do. He aspires to attend college, study forestry and pursue a career in wildland firefighting.

He misses competing in cross country meets and attending home basketball games with his friends.

"I'd like to go back to school, hang out with other kids my age," Spencer said, shrugging slightly in his plaid
button-down. "I just want to be a normal kid again."

Copyright 2015 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten
or redistributed.
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Drought dings quality of winter
wheat in Northwest

     0

By Alison Noon | AP  July 20 at 7:26 PM

HELENA, Mont. — Intense drought conditions have shrunk the kernels

and disrupted the proteins of winter wheat crops in Montana,

Washington, Oregon and Idaho, the region that produces a fifth of the

U.S. harvest.

This Friday, July 17, 2015 photo shows Rick Diehl chewing kernels from his winter
wheat fields in East Helena, Mont. They’re shriveled and undersized, but crunchy.
“That’s how I know they’re ready,” Diehl said. Drought conditions have adversely
affected the quality of winter wheat in the Northwestern United States. (Alison
Noon/Associated Press)
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The National Agricultural Statistics Service classified a large percentage

of the region’s winter wheat as belowaverage quality on Monday.

Farmers in the Northwest are nervous that the uncharacteristically low

quality of their product could slash the crop’s already declining prices.

“The problem is flour is made with the center part of the kernel and if

there’s not much there they can’t make flour out of it,” Rick Diehl, a

farmer in East Helena, Montana, said. He and other growers in western

Montana have observed shriveled kernels and empty beards where

kernels never developed in their fields of hard red winter wheat.

Blake Rowe, CEO of the Oregon Wheat Commission and Oregon Wheat

Growers League, said the heat wave in May and June caused Oregon’s

prominent soft white winter wheat to develop more protein than is

desirable for baking products.

“We’ve had dry years in the past, but if anything is different this year,

it’s been warmer and warmer for longer,” Rowe said. “Growers feel like

this is a little out of the norm for a hot, dry year.”

Scattered rains helped keep winter wheat from the same fate in six

Midwestern states that cultivate half of the nation’s winter wheat.

Texas, Oklahoma, Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska and South Dakota

typically raise winter wheat of slightly lesser quality than the

Northwestern states, according to data from the United States

Department of Agriculture’s statistics arm. But the Midwest is



producing more “good” bushels this year than its fiveyear average,

while the Northwest’s “good” ratings have dropped nearly 20 percent.

The USDA said in a July 10 national crop report that spring and early

summer weather conditions were favorable for winter wheat everywhere

but Montana, Idaho, Oregon and Washington. The latter three states

saw their highest June temperatures on record.

“I think earlier on some of the growers were more optimistic, but as the

summer’s progressed it’s gotten drier and drier as the harvest comes

up,” NASS Northwest Regional Director Chris Mertz said. “They’re still

waiting to hear what happens when they run the combines out there to

see how it’s going to be.”

Due to the heat and early wheat maturation, farmers in the Northwest

began harvesting about three weeks early this year. The true value of the

crop will be determined in the coming weeks as growers finish the

harvest and receive estimates from grain elevators.

Montana farmer Gary Dobler said he wouldn’t be surprised if the

region’s wheat is less dense, nutritionally off balance or otherwise

adversely affected by the drought, but he’s waiting for a professional

assessment to make a final determination.

“We’ll know here in another week what the damage was.”

___
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New Montana law requires some
sex offenders to live and work
away from children

Certain sex offenders employed near children in Montana
must find new jobs, get special permission to work or face
arrest.

A state law that took effect last week prohibits high-risk
sex offenders who victimized a child from residing or
working within 300 feet of a facility that primarily serves
people under age 18.

Local law enforcement officials say they will include the
new regulation in compliance checks they already conduct
to ensure sex offenders report their locations. But the
state's lack of direction or additional resources to measure
the distances between offenders and children has some
officers scratching their heads.

"We can't go out with a yardstick to everybody's house and see if they're in compliance with living
too close to a school," said Jim Kamminga, a Yellowstone County sheriff's deputy. "I don't know
how this is going to work out really."

More than a dozen states enacted laws restricting sex offenders from living near kids in the first
decade of the millennium and others followed suit in recent years. Courts have overturned a
handful of the laws.

In Kentucky and Missouri, judges ruled that retroactive provisions unconstitutionally criminalized
residencies that were legal when sex offenders moved there.

Montana's restriction does not apply to housing established before the law was enacted on May 5,
but does apply to employment accepted or performed before that date.

The Montana statute resembles a revision planned for a California regulation commonly known as
Jessica's Law. The California Supreme Court ruled on March 2 that the state's blanket restriction
keeping all sex offenders from living within 2,000 feet of schools or parks was overly ambitious and
"greatly increased the incidence of homelessness among them." A planned modification will apply
the boundary only to pedophiles.

In Montana, 137 people were classified as high-risk, sexually violent predators on Thursday. Of
those, the restriction will apply to people who victimized someone age 12 or younger.

Opponents to the restrictions argue that research points to a link between isolation and recidivism,
and will do more to hurt offenders than protect kids. A conviction in Montana for living or working
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too close to children could mean up to 10 years in prison and a fine of no more than $50,000.

Rep. Jeff Essmann, a Billings Republican who brought the measure before the Legislature, said
prosecution under the new law will likely depend on complaints from people who notice a sex
offender working or residing too close to children.

Kamminga said enforcement could largely rely on the compliance of convicted sex offenders.

"I think they're going to have to figure out where they can live and make sure there's no
restriction," Kamminga said. "Most of the responsibility is on them."

Copyright 2015 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or
redistributed.
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Utah to use firing squads if lethal
drugs are unavailable

SALT LAKE
CITY (AP) —
Utah became
the only state

to allow firing squads for executions
if lethal injection drugs are
unavailable when Gov. Gar… Read
more

1 Print   Email
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Montana lethal injection challenge set
for trial

See it in Print

HELENA – Attorneys representing the state and
Montana's two death row inmates will have one last
chance to convince a judge to decide a sevenyear legal
battle over execution procedures before the case goes to
trial later this summer.

The ACLU is challenging the constitutionality of the state's
lethal injection protocols on behalf of death row inmates
Ronald Allen Smith and William Gollehon.

District Judge Jeffrey Sherlock will hear arguments by
lawyers for both sides on Aug. 26, when medical witnesses will testify on whether the state's use
of the sedative pentobarbital risks undue pain and suffering in executions.

Sherlock could rule based on that hearing or decide to hold a full trial on Sept. 2.
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The U.S. Supreme Court in June upheld Oklahoma's use of a different sedative, midazolam, in
executions.

"I'm not sure that, given the current jurisprudence in the United States and the recent Supreme
Court decision, that they're going to be very successful with opposing pentobarbital," said William
Fassett, professor emeritus of pharmacotherapy at Washington State University Spokane.
"Pentobarbital is in fact the most common agent for deathwithdignity in Oregon and
Washington."

Orally administered versions of the drug are provided for terminally ill patients, but various
organizations of pharmacists, physicians and nurses have denounced the practice of supplying
prisons with pentobarbital and other drugs used for lethal injections in the U.S.

Fassett helped write one such policy adopted in March by the American Pharmacists Association
that says supplying drugs for capital punishment inherently contradicts the profession of helping
people.

On an order from Judge Sherlock, the Montana Department of Corrections updated its execution
protocol in January 2013 to a twodrug instead of threedrug injection. The method calls for a
barbiturate like pentobarbital to be followed by a paralytic agent called pancuronium bromide.

The revised plan also requires a qualified person to determine whether an inmate has lost
consciousness. State attorneys have said it adequately addresses Sherlock's concerns.

Ron Waterman, one of two attorneys representing Smith and Gollehon, argues that the updated
injection procedure is still invalid because pentobarbital is not an ultrafast acting barbiturate, as
Montana law requires.

Smith was sentenced to death in 1983 in the doublehomicide of two Blackfeet Indian men.
Gollehon was sentenced to death in 1992 for beating to death an inmate at the Montana State
Prison.

Copyright 2015 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or
redistributed.
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Montana official says Stanford,
Dartmouth election experiment broke
state campaign laws

FILE  This Oct. 28, 2014 file photo shows a mailer that was part of a Stanford University and Dartmouth
College political science research project. Montana's campaign regulator says the researchers broke
state laws when they sent mailers about two 2014 state Supreme Court races to more than 100,000
voters. (AP Photo/Matt Volz) 

By ALISON NOON, Associated Press

HELENA, Mont. (AP) — Researchers at Stanford University and Dartmouth College broke Montana laws
when they sent mailers about the state's two Supreme Court races to more than 100,000 voters in 2014,
Montana's campaign regulator said Tuesday.

The postcards sent in October ranked Montana's nonpartisan judicial candidates on an ideological scale
from liberal to conservative, comparing them to President Barack Obama at one end and former
Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney at the other.

Montana Commissioner of Political Practices Jonathan Motl says the mailers amounted to election
advocacy, which requires disclosure of spending and contributions under the state's campaign laws.

"I think this hit a nerve because it was from Dartmouth and Stanford, two very, very respected
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institutions, and yet it was so voterfocused," Motl said. "It was unexpected, I think, that those two
institutions would engage in something like this."

The commissioner's office received hundreds of informal complaints from people who received the
postcards and an investigation began after Montana Secretary of State Linda McColloch filed a formal
complaint on Oct. 24, Motl said.

The mailers sent by political science researchers Jonathan Rodden and Adam Bonica of Stanford, along
with Kyle Dropp of Dartmouth, also displayed the Montana seal, which Motl said misled recipients to
believe they came from the state.

School officials have said the project aimed to study whether additional information about candidates
could affect voter turnout, though they acknowledged the materials were not properly submitted for
review.

Stanford University spokeswoman Lisa Lapin said Tuesday the university research project is protected
by the First Amendment, and no election laws were violated.

"The information in the mailer did not contain any advocacy supporting or opposing any candidate and
explicitly stated that it 'is nonpartisan and does not endorse any candidate or party,' " Lapin said in
statement Tuesday.

Dartmouth College spokeswoman Diana Lawrence said her school also disagrees with Motl's findings.
Dartmouth plans to improve its review process by adding an attorney to a social science review board to
determine whether research projects raise any legal issues, she said.

At the state's request, the presidents of both universities mailed a letter of apology shortly before the
Nov. 4 election to every one of the 102,780 Montana addresses where the mailers were sent.

Motl hired Carroll College political science professor Jeremy Johnson to analyze whether the researchers
followed the proper procedures and included a summary of Johnson's analysis in the report.

"The most appalling aspect for many voters, the intent to manipulate vote totals that could potentially
change the outcome of an election, was absent as a consideration in the process," Johnson wrote.

Motl has turned his findings over to a prosecutor for review. If the prosecutor chooses not to take the
case, the matter will go back to Motl to either file a civil action or negotiate a settlement with the schools.

Copyright 2015 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published,
broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.
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Genean Smith was 12 when she
became known as Denver's "Penicillin
Girl," treated with the drug while
afflicted with progressive osteomyelitis
in her right hip, one of the first to be
treated with the newly developed
antibiotic. (Denver Post file)

Genean Hixon died March 1, two days
before her 83rd birthday.

OBITUARIES

Denver's "Penicillin Girl"
dies decades after
participating in medical
breakthrough
By Alison Noon
The Denver Post

POSTED:   03/09/2014 12:01:00 AM MST |  UPDATED:   ABOUT A YEAR AGO

A Denver woman whose
breakthrough treatment with
penicillin during World War II led to
modern medical practices on a bone
disease died two days before her 83rd
birthday on March 1.

Genean Hixon, better known in the
1940s as the "Penicillin Girl," was at
the age of 12 one of the first American
civilians to be treated with what The
Denver Post called the "mysterious
miracle drug" in a series of articles on
her progress.

Hixon, born Genean Smith on March 3, 1931, was hospitalized on
July 24, 1943, with severe osteomyelitis — a bone disease that at the
time was seemingly incurable and potentially fatal .

Hixon's daughter, Connie Hixon Davis, said her mother spent more
than four years in hospital beds in her teens, but was saved early on
by the penicillin treatment.

"Interestingly, she developed an
allergy to penicillin and couldn't
take it in her later years," Connie
said.

At the age of 19 on Feb. 10, 1951,
Genean met Donald Hixon, a native
of southern Colorado and eventual
flight engineer in the U.S. Air Force.
They married later that year.

"I always remember your birthday
because it's the day Don and I met,"

Genean would tell Connie's husband every year.

Genean and Donald moved their family of six between air bases
throughout his career, but came back to their home state in 2005.

Genean Hixon was diagnosed with liver cancer in December, which
led to her death. She is survived by a large family including her
husband Donald, 87, a brother Gerald Smith, 79, four children, 11
grandchildren and 11 great-grandchildren.

Their three boys — Myrle, 62, Cameron, 51, and Dale, 49 —
currently reside in Colorado. Connie, 60, lives in Janesville, Calif.
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Throughout her life, Genean remained as avid a reader and
seamstress as when she was cooped up in Denver General hospital
as a young woman.

She received fan mail and, once, a bouquet of roses from an
unknown soldier during the penicillin treatment, which drew
hopeful eyes from around the globe.

"It is the first time such a quantity of the new drug, produced under
extreme difficulties as a form of mold, has been released for a case
of this nature in this region," The Denver Post wrote on Oct. 18,
1943. "Denver General hospital has thus become the center of a
medical experiment of worldwide interest."

Connie said her mother's father, Claude Smith, managed with the
help of a doctor interested in Genean's case to persuade the
National Research Council to share the precious, new drug with his
ailing daughter. The U.S. reserved penicillin primarily for military
use until after the war.

Bennie Lindeque, a professor of orthopedics at the University of
Colorado Denver, said the approach used in Hixon's treatment is
standard practice for curing osteomyelitis today.

Alison Noon: 303954
1223, anoon@denverpost.com or twitter.com/alisonnoon
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Friend of Weld County slaying suspect
Cimmeron Johns says he confessed to
killings
By Alison Noon
The Denver Post
POSTED:   02/08/2014 09:00:00 PM MST
UPDATED:   02/09/2014 12:11:12 PM MST

Rosann O'Donnell, right, a friend of the slaying suspect, takes comfort on the couch of Candy Myers on Saturday at the Friendly
Village of the Rockies trailer park. (Photos by Alison Noon, The Denver Post)

THORNTON —The man suspected of kidnapping and killing his
estranged wife and her mother in Weld County on Thursday had
been sleeping on a couch in a friend's Thornton apartment for two
weeks, the friend said Saturday.

Frederick police had been looking for Cimmeron Johns, 37, on a
domestic abuse warrant since Jan. 28 without success.

Late Thursday, Rosann O'Donnell said, Johns borrowed her black
1992 Mercedes to meet his wife.

That began what police say was a bloody sequence of events that
ended early Saturday when a body believed to be Johns' was found
in the Viewpoint Condominiums after a standoff in which he
exchanged gunfire with police.

A friend of Johns' for six years, O'Donnell told The Denver Post that he had returned to her
apartment Thursday night and admitted he shot and killed his wife and her mother.

O'Donnell then accompanied him late Thursday and early Friday when he attempted to clean up
after the alleged slayings.

Asked why she did not call the police, O'Donnell cried and said she did not exactly know.

Weld County Bureau Chief Steve Reams confirmed that an abandoned Mercedes found at the
crime scene was immediately linked to 41-year-old O'Donnell as the owner of the vehicle.
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Alisha Johns and her mother, Sherri
Pachello, were kidnapped and are
believed dead. (Provided by Weld
County Sheriff's Office)

Cimmeron Johns, 37, suspected in the
kidnapping and slaying of his estranged
wife and her mother, is believed dead.
(provided by Weld County Sheriff's
Office)

Investigators now believe that Johns used the Mercedes to force
an SUV belonging to his mother-in-law Sherri Pachello, 56, and
carrying his wife Alicia Johns, 36, off the road in a rural area of
southern Weld County. He commandeered Pachello's 1991 Ford
Explorer and left the two women's bodies behind, in separate
locations about a mile apart, police say.

The bodies were discovered midday Friday.

Reams said O'Donnell was taken into custody around 5 p.m.
Friday during the Weld County Sheriff's Office's investigation as
a person who potentially had infor-mation. O'Donnell eventually
gave police Johns' location.

Frederick Police Chief Gary Barbour said police began hunting
for Johns on Jan. 24 — the day Alisha Johns checked in to Salud Family Health Center with severe
injuries on her face after being beaten off and on for two days.

Johns knew the police were searching for him.

"We contacted him that very day of the assault and said, 'Hey Cimmeron, where are you? We need
to talk,' because we couldn't find him," Barbour said.

On Jan. 28, Frederick police issued a warrant for Johns' arrest on felony assault causing serious
bodily injury, Barbour said.

By then, Alisha Johns had told police that her husband beat her
because he believed she was having an affair.

Rosann O'Donnell said that during the weeks Johns found refuge
on her couch at 10211 Ura Lane, he never showered and was out
of work. He often talked about killing himself, but not about
killing others, O'Donnell said.

"Me and him were both going through so much, just trying to be
there for each other," said O'Donnell, who added that her own
abusive fiancé was extradited to Mexico in December.

O'Donnell said the two remained platonic throughout their
friendship and his stay at her home.

"Never once a kiss," she said.

Thursday evening, Cimmeron Johns asked to borrow O'Donnell's car to help his wife because "she
needed her car fixed," O'Donnell said.

He told her his four children were with their grandfather.

At 10 that night, Reams said, Pachello called her husband saying she was being chased by someone
driving a dark-colored car. She had just picked up her daughter at the Johnses' home in Frederick.
Reams said the Mercedes was linked to O'Donnell "basically the minute we found it at 11 o'clock at
night."

Thornton police knocked on her door shortly after 11 p.m. Thursday, around midnight on Friday
and multiple other times, Reams said.

O'Donnell wasn't there. She had left with Johns — in Pachello's Ford Explorer.

Johns returned to her doorstep sometime after 10 p.m., O'Donnell said. She said she didn't notice
the specks of blood on his clothes until Johns started rattling off what he'd done.

"He said 'I did it, Rosann, I killed her,' " O'Donnell said. " 'We have to get your car; she (Pachello)
ran me off the road into a ditch.' "

He talked in circles and at an accelerated speed, she said.

"He said 'We gotta go, we've gotta go now,' " O'Donnell said.

Shocked, O'Donnell went with him.

She followed him to Pachello's SUV. Inside, she said, the car was dripping with blood.



A Douglas County Coroner's Office staffer is outside the
Viewpoint Condominiums in Thornton on Saturday.

Johns drove them to what O'Donnell called "the
middle of nowhere" — southern Weld County —
and quickly discovered they could not push her
Mercedes out of the ditch.

They took the bloodied Explorer to Walmart to
buy a tow chain, but left with only plastic and tape
to cover the SUV's window, which Johns told
O'Donnell had been shot out earlier in the night.

During the drive, he told her he had dropped the
women's bodies at two different locations.

O'Donnell urged her friend to return to the bodies.

"I said 'You can't just leave her like that,' "
O'Donnell said, not specifying who she was referring to. "He said 'I don't have a choice.' "

Johns drove them to a motel in Thornton where he took a shower and fell asleep. O'Donnell said
she did not go into the motel.

"I was waiting in the car for three hours," she said.

The sun was peeking over the horizon Friday morning when Johns and O'Donnell decided to take
Pachello's SUV back to her apartment.

"We stopped at McDonald's, came home and slept for a while," O'Donnell said.

The two fell asleep at about 6:30 a.m. in O'Donnell's apartment, she said, where her 24-year-old
son was already sleeping.

O'Donnell said that Johns had moved to the unit of an "acquaintance" on the third floor, one above
her, by the time police again checked the condos at 10 a.m.

It wasn't until late afternoon, though, after the women's bodies were discovered, that police and
O'Donnell made contact. Weld County deputies identified Pachello's SUV at about 4:15 p.m. near
the condos, Reams said, and conducted yet another search — this time a success.

O'Donnell said the first story she told police was a lie.

It was Johns' idea, O'Donnell said, that if she should ever be approached by police to tell them he
had taken her and her children hostage.

"He didn't want us to get in trouble," O'Donnell said. "The cops were like 'We're not buying it.' "

As she was being transported to Weld County Southwest Service Complex on Friday evening for
questioning, O'Donnell said, she recalled her friend's agony and suicide threats in the last two
weeks — and gave police his location upstairs.

O'Donnell met the realization of her friend's death and his alleged final deeds in life with raging
tears on Saturday. In the sunny afternoon, she sat in a dark trailer on the oversized couch of
another friend, Candy Myers, nervously flicking a pink lighter.

"Everybody's saying to pray, pray, pray," O'Donnell said. "For what?"

"Pray for thanks you're alive," Myers told her.

Alison Noon: 3039541223, anoon@denverpost.com or twitter.com/alisonnoon
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Corgresswoman Diana DeGette (Craig
F. Walker, Denver Post file photo)

GM recall expands, Colorado Rep.
Diana DeGette to lead investigation
By Alison Noon
The Denver Post
POSTED:   03/28/2014 10:45:03 AM MDT
UPDATED:   03/29/2014 12:57:19 AM MDT

General Motors Co. has instructed dealers to stop selling some Chevrolet Cruze compact cars. The Cruze isn't part of the recall of
1.6 million cars after faulty ignition switches were linked to the deaths of 12 people. (Jeff Kowalsky, Bloomberg)

On Friday, as General Motors expanded a recall of cars with defective ignition switches linked to at
least a dozen deaths, U.S. Rep. Diana DeGette announced she will lead an investigation into the
ongoing safety and commerce issue.

GM added 824,000 vehicles from years 2008-11 to the 1.6 million cars already recalled from 2003-
07.

The same faulty switches that caused the first round of recalls on Feb. 13 were used for repairs in
about 5,000 cars included in the latest recall, GM said. The Chevrolet Cobalt, Chevrolet HHR,
Pontiac G5, Pontiac Solstice, Saturn Ion and Saturn Sky are included in the latest recall.

Before the recall increased, DeGette announced at a morning
news conference that she and Rep. Tim Murphy, R-Pa., are
spearheading the first of two reported congressional
investigations into GM's knowledge of faulty ignition switches.
DeGette represents Denver, where three recent car-crash
fatalities are under investigation in relation to the faulty GM
ignitions, and will manage the proceedings in her position as the
ranking Democratic member of the House Energy and Commerce
Oversight and Investigations subcommittee since 2011. Murphy

chairs the subcommittee.

In 2004, GM began investigating the ignition issue, which has allegedly caused cars to abruptly
lose all power including the functioning of air bags and seat belts. The company has acknowledged
it knew of the defective parts for a decade.
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"Our early analysis shows that they might have missed opportunities to connect the dots," DeGette
said.

DeGette said the House Energy and Commerce Committee learned of at least 31 crashes and 12
deaths related to six recalled GM vehicles in documents and field reports provided after the
committee requested the information from GM CEO Mary Barra on March 11.

"The weight of the keys can cause these cars to turn off if you're on an entrance ramp to a highway,
if you're on a highway, if you're in a busy intersection or if your knee just bumps up against the
keys or to the ignition switch," DeGette said. "This is the danger of these cars and we need to find
out through this investigation when GM knew, why they didn't inform the public and what they
intend to do."

DeGette, who has been conducting investigations on the House subcommittee for 18 years, plans
to ask Barra at a hearing on Tuesday why replacement ignition switches have been labeled with the
same serial numbers as the defective ones.

Barra and senior officials from the National Highway Transportation Safety Administration will be
questioned at the public phase of the House investigation, which begins April 1.

Craig Fleishman, an attorney in Denver, said at the news conference that his office is investigating
two cases in which the ignition problem possibly caused the deaths of two children, ages 3 and 5,
in one case, and a man in his 50s in the other case. In both instances, GM vehicles apparently shut
down unexpectedly, which disengaged seat belts and air bags before they were involved in car
crashes.

The attorney declined to name his clients, citing an ongoing investigation.

DeGette said GM may face repercussions under the Transportation Recall Enhancement,
Accountability, and Documentation Act, a consumer safety law Congress passed in 2000.

The law requires manufacturers of motor vehicles and motor vehicle equipment to report to the
U.S. Secretary of Transportation any known car or parts defects, information that may identify
defects and deaths or serious injuries related to defects.

Violations of the law could result in a fine and up to 15 years in prison. Earlier this month, the
National Highway Traffic Administration raised the potential of a $35 million fine for failing to
report problems to the government quickly enough

DeGette said GM is up against possible criminal sanctions from the Justice Department, which
reportedly is conducting its own investigation, and millions of dollars in damages from private
lawsuits such as Fleishman's cases.

On Friday, GM told dealers to stop selling certain Chevrolet Cruzes and did not specify why. The
small cars were not recalled.

Alison Noon: 3039541223, anoon@denverpost.com twitter.com/alisonnoon
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Colorado man sues Idaho police over
"licenseplate profiling" in marijuana
case
By Alison Noon
The Denver Post

POSTED:   03/29/2014 06:11:45 PM MDT |  UPDATED:   6 MONTHS AGO

Do Colorado plates now bring unwanted attention by law enforcement now that marijuana is legal? (The Denver Post file)

A Colorado resident has filed a lawsuit claiming he was the victim of what his attorney calls
"license-plate profiling" during a road trip through Idaho last year.

Darien Roseen filed the federal lawsuit Wednesday in the District of Idaho, more than a year
after he said he was unlawfully detained and searched for marijuana on the basis of his
Colorado license plates.

Mark Coonts, one of three attorneys on the case, said the 69-year-old was cleared after local
law enforcement officers in Payette County, Idaho, detained Roseen and for hours searched
his Honda Ridgeline truck for the source of an alleged pot smell.

"Assuming guilt based on a license plate — that's just a violation of our civil rights," Coonts
said.

The suit was first reported by Fox 31.

Roseen, retired vice president of Weyerhaeuser Real Estate — an arm of the forest-products
company worth $16.5 billion, according to Forbes — was searched Jan. 25, 2013, on the way
from his daughter's baby shower in Washington state to his second home in Pagosa Springs.

At the time, medical marijuana was legal in the District of Columbia and 18 states, including
Colorado. The state of Washington and Colorado had recently passed state laws that would
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allow sales of recreational marijuana, but it would be a year before recreational pot would be
available.

Just inside the Idaho border with Oregon at 11:40 a.m. that day, Roseen pulled off Interstate
84 to use the toilet at the rest stop, according to the complaint and demand for jury trial.
Just before he exited the interstate, the complaint said, Roseen passed an Idaho State Police
trooper parked in the median.

Trooper Justin Klitch, who is listed as the first defendant in the lawsuit, followed Roseen to
the rest stop, where he activated the overhead lights on his patrol car and then walked up to
the parked Ridgeline.

The complaint claimed Klitch followed Roseen only because of his Colorado license plates,
which led the trooper to conclude he must be transporting illegal substances.

Klitch did not initially give Roseen a reason for contacting him, but eventually said that
Roseen failed to signal before he exited and that he bumped into two curbs at the rest stop.
Roseen insisted that he did signal before the exit. He said he could not distinguish curbs
hidden under snow and was distracted when Klitch "suddenly appeared behind him," the
complaint said.

The trooper rejected Roseen's reason for getting off the highway — that he had to use the
bathroom — and insisted that Roseen was attempting to avoid the state police. Klitch then
asked Roseen why his eyes appeared glassy and accused Roseen of transporting something
"that he should not have in his vehicle," the complaint said.

Roseen told the trooper that he possessed valid prescription medications. In the complaint,
Klitch then asked, "When is the last time you used any marijuana?"

"He was offended by his treatment — assuming that not only was he a user but that he was
carrying marijuana into Idaho just based on the fact that he has Colorado license plates,"
Coonts said.

Roseen repeatedly told him he does not use marijuana and never has, Coonts said.

Three times, Roseen refused to allow Klitch to search his Honda, but opened up a few areas
"if it was going to get him back on the road faster," the complaint said.

Roseen said he never smelled the odor of marijuana that Klitch claimed he detected coming
from his trunk. Klitch used that odor as probable cause to search, transport and hold Roseen
and his truck at the local sheriff's office.

"He didn't go right out and say 'Where's the weed, old man?' " Coonts said. "But the whole
interaction was just, 'Give me the weed, I know it's here.' "

Klitch drove Roseen to the Payette County Sheriff's Office in the back seat of the patrol car.
Without Roseen's consent, Fruitland City Police Department Officer Eric Christensen
transported Roseen's truck.

At the sheriff's office, Roseen was allowed to use the bathroom under supervision. Klitch told
Roseen he was free to leave, but he could not have his truck because officers had not finished
searching it.

The trooper issued him a citation for careless driving, which Coonts said has since been
resolved.

Klitch, Christensen and at least six other officers searched the vehicle. The search turned up
no illegal substances, Coonts and the complaint said. Roseen's lawsuit seeks general and
punitive damages.

A few people with similar stories have contacted the Boise law firm heading the suit, Jones &
Swartz, since hearing about Roseen's petition, Coonts said.

"It may be a pervasive problem, and as more people come forward that'll play out. But at this
point, I don't know the extent," Coonts said.



Idaho State Police would not comment on the matter Saturday, but a representative said the
department plans to issue a statement on the litigation later this week.
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Cesar, a Hyacinth Macaw, is displayed

Nebraska bird couple making last
sales trip to Denver bird expo
By Alison Noon
The Denver Post
POSTED:   11/16/2013 04:38:26 PM MST
UPDATED:   11/16/2013 11:50:19 PM MST

Their youngest child left home 35 years ago, but the two longest continuous members of the Rocky
Mountain Society of Aviculture will become true empty nesters after this weekend.

After raising, selling and enjoying thousands of birds over four decades, Joan and Lloyd
Marquardt drove their last 71 Spanish Timbrado canaries from Venango, Neb., to the Denver
Coliseum and put them on sale.

"No one buys them back in Nebraska," Lloyd said.

The annual Rocky Mountain Bird Expo presents bird lovers, sellers and buyers with a rare
opportunity to meet outside of pet stores. The Marquardts haven't missed a show since 1977.

The Rocky Mountain Society of Aviculture, a group of about 250
bird enthusiasts from Colorado and surrounding states, hosts the
event to promote education on their feathered friends. On
Saturday, hundreds of adults and children — many with birds
perched on their shoulders and fingers — walked slowly among
information booths and tables of pet accessories.
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by Felicia Nickols during the Rocky
Mountain Bird expo at the National
Western Complex in Denver, CO
November 16, 2013.(Photo By Craig F.
Walker / The Denver Post) (Craig F.
Walker, THE DENVER POST)

Lloyd Marquardt catches a canary for a
customer at the Rocky Mountain Bird
Expo. He and his wife, Joan, center, are
retiring after 40 years in the bird
business. At top is Cesar, a hyacinth
macaw belonging to Felicia Nickols.
(Craig F. Walker, The Denver Post)

Princess, a pineapple green-cheek conure, never left Aurora
resident Jesus Montano's hand as he perused cages, perches,
birdseed and assorted food treats such as Shameless Avian
Connections' Fiesta Caliente birdie bread.

One table was piled high with pamphlets and reports on the critically endangered blue-throated
macaw. Club vice president Gabriele Alexander said the two bright-blue birds pecking at each
other behind her were domestic versions of that wild species, which is on the brink of extinction in
Bolivia.

The 43rd annual event continues from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sunday.

The aviculture club plans for the expo at monthly meetings, which are held at a mechanical shop in
Denver.

"During the week, a lot of times there are birds there waiting to be
picked up," said club president Eric Nelson.

About 10 bird adoptions are completed at each monthly meeting,
but busy families, young professionals and other people looking for
companionship pick up abandoned birds on off-days, Nelson said.
Last year, the club found new homes for more than 250 domestic
birds whose owners could no longer care for them.

The Marquardts' birds were family pets at first, but Lloyd's gift to
Joan for her 41st birthday — two dainty, sticky-note-colored
canaries — quickly multiplied and became a more serious
responsibility. At one point in the late 1980s, they housed more than 1,000 birds.

That all changed in May when Lloyd, 80, was admitted to a hospital for minor surgery.

"I had to stay home and take care of the birds," said Joan, 81. "I didn't like it."

Since then, they've been bringing their pastime to an end. But the Marquardts, who fell in love as
dishwashers at a small-town hotel when the two were in high school, said they're luckier than most
to have found a hobby to share for 40 years.

Alison Noon: 3039541223, anoon@denverpost.com or twitter.com/alisonnoon
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Lawsuit accuses Denver
Archdiocese of allowing
sexual abuse
By Alison Noon
The Denver Post

POSTED:   12/23/2013 06:47:42 PM MST |  UPDATED:   9 MONTHS AGO

An Albuquerque man has filed a lawsuit against the Archdiocese of
Denver, claiming the arm of the Catholic Church turned a blind eye
in the 1980s on a priest who molested children across the country.

The federal lawsuit, filed Wednesday, is the latest that Eran
McManemy, 35, has brought against the dioceses that oversaw the
three priests he has accused of molesting him as a child in New
Mexico.

One of the three priests, a notorious pedophile who died in prison
in 2008, had practiced Catholic ministry at St. Anthony Hospital in
Denver under the local diocese two years before he allegedly raped
McManemy in Alamogordo, N.M. Denver was the sixth American
diocese to which Father David Holley had transferred.

A judge decided earlier this year that McManemy's federal court
case should be heard in Colorado. He had filed a similar lawsuit on
May 6 against dioceses in Massachusetts, Texas and New Mexico.

McManemy argued in the complaint that the Archdiocese of Denver
suspected and hid Holley's sexual abuse, which enabled the priest to
prey on him in New Mexico. His lawsuit seeks punitive damages.

"This was an interstate conspiracy that each one of these dioceses
willingly joined to harbor a known pedophile," said Merit Bennett,
McManemy's lawyer.

Karna Swanson, spokeswoman for the Archdiocese of Denver, said
Holley was authorized to say Mass and hear confessions in the
Denver region but that there were no records of his wrongdoing in
Denver.

"He worked for a year for a hospital here in town, and that's really
all we know about him," Swanson said.

McManemy said the diocese could have removed Holley from
church facilities but chose not to.

McManemy's lawsuit said that as an 11-year-old, he was raped by
Holley in 1990 and sexually, physically and psychologically abused
for three years before that by two priests at St. Jude's Catholic
Parish in Alamogordo.
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In 1993, Holley was sentenced to 275 years in prison for molesting
eight boys in New Mexico.

"Everybody knew who this guy was," Bennett said. "He was one of
the most inveterate predators of children in the United States."

Bennett said he has represented more than 100 victims of clergy
sexual abuse since he began practicing law in 1975.

"This is the worst of the worst," he said. "They allowed him to roam
free — church to church, diocese to diocese, children to children.
Not one of them picked up the phone and dialed 911, including
Denver."

Alison Noon: 303954
1223, anoon@denverpost.com or twitter.com/alisonnoon


